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Abstract
A few years ago, Alon et al. [ISMB 2008] gave a simple randomized O((2e)kmε−2)-time exponential-
space algorithm to approximately compute the number of paths on k vertices in a graph G up to
a multiplicative error of 1± ε. Shortly afterwards, Alon and Gutner [IWPEC 2009, TALG 2010]
gave a deterministic exponential-space algorithm with running time (2e)k+O(log
3 k)m logn whenever
ε−1 = kO(1). Recently, Brand et al. [STOC 2018] provided a speed-up at the cost of reintroducing
randomization. Specifically, they gave a randomized O(4kmε−2)-time exponential-space algorithm.
In this article, we revisit the algorithm by Alon and Gutner. We modify the foundation of their
work, and with a novel twist, obtain the following results.
We present a deterministic 4k+O(
√
k(log2 k+log2 ε−1))m logn-time polynomial-space algorithm. This
matches the running time of the best known deterministic polynomial-space algorithm for deciding
whether a given graph G has a path on k vertices.
Additionally, we present a randomized 4k+O(log k(log k+log ε
−1))m logn-time polynomial-space al-
gorithm. While Brand et al. make non-trivial use of exterior algebra, our algorithm is very
simple; we only make elementary use of the probabilistic method.
Thus, the algorithm by Brand et al. runs in time 4k+o(k)m whenever ε−1 = 2o(k), while our





log k ), respectively. Prior to our work, no 2O(k)nO(1)-time polynomial-space algorithm was
known. Additionally, our approach is embeddable in the classic framework of divide-and-color, hence
it immediately extends to approximate counting of graphs of bounded treewidth; in comparison,
Brand et al. note that their approach is limited to graphs of bounded pathwidth.
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24:2 Approximate Counting of k-Paths
1 Introduction
The objective of the #k-Path problem is to compute the number of k-paths – that is, (simple)
paths on k vertices – in a given graph G. Unfortunately, this problem is #W[1]-hard [19],
which means that it is unlikely to be solvable in time f(k)nO(1) for any computable function
f of k. Nevertheless, this problem is long known to admit an FPT-approximation scheme
(FPT-AS), that is, an f(k, ε−1)nO(1)-time algorithm that approximately computes the number
of k-paths in a given graph G up to a multiplicative error of 1± ε. More than 15 years ago,
Arvind and Raman [6] utilized the classic method of color coding [5] to design a randomized
exponential-space FPT-AS for #k-Path with running time kO(k)nO(1) whenever ε−1 ≤ kO(k).
A few years afterwards, the development and use of applications in computational biology to
detect and analyze network motifs have already become common practice [34, 37, 36, 18, 24].
Roughly speaking, a network motif is a small pattern whose number of occurrences in a
given network is substantially larger than its number of occurrences in a random network.
Due to their tight relation to network motifs, #k-Path and other cases of the #Subgraph
Isomorphism problem became highly relevant to the study of gene transcription networks,
protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks, neural networks and social networks [31]. In light
of these developments, Alon et al. [2] revisited the method of color coding to attain a running
time whose dependency on k is single-exponential rather than slightly super-exponential.
Specifically, they designed a simple randomized O((2e)kmε−2)-time exponential-space FPT-
AS for #k-Path, which they employed to analyze PPI networks of unicellular organisms. In
particular, their algorithm has running time 2O(k)m whenever ε−1 ≤ 2O(k).
The first deterministic FPT-AS for #k-Path was found in 2007 by Alon and Gutner [4];
this algorithm has an exponential space complexity and running time 2O(k log log k)m logn
whenever ε−1 = 2o(log k). Shortly afterwards, Alon and Gutner [3] improved upon their previ-
ous work, and designed a deterministic exponential-space FPT-AS for #k-Path with running
time (2e)k+O(log3 k)m logn whenever ε−1 = kO(1). For close to a decade, this algorithm has
remained the state-of-the-art. In contrast, during this decade, the k-Path problem (the
decision version of #k-Path) has seen several improvements that were considered to be
breakthroughs at their time [14, 26, 8, 10, 21]. In 2016, Koutis and Williams [27] conjectured
that #k-Path admits an FPT-AS with running time 2knO(1). Recently, at the cost of
reintroducing randomization, Brand et al. [13] provided a speed-up towards the resolution of
this conjecture. Specifically, they gave an algebraic randomized O(4kmε−2)-time exponential-
space algorithm. In the context of Parameterized Complexity in general, and the k-Path
problem in particular, the power of randomization is an issue of wide interest [1]. Specifically
for the k-Path problem, an algebraic randomized 2knO(1)-time algorithm has been found
already a decade ago [38], and since then, the existence of a deterministic algorithm that
exhibits the same time complexity has been repeatedly posed as a major open problem in
the field. Both Koutis and Williams conjectured this question to have an affirmative answer
in several venues [38, 28, 27]. Clearly, this question is simpler than the one of the design of a
deterministic FPT-AS for #k-Path with running time 2knO(1).
In this article, we modify the foundation of the work of Alon and Gutner [4, 3], and with
a novel twist, obtain the following results (see Theorem 21 and Corollary 10).
First, we present a randomized 4k+O(log k(log k+log ε−1))m logn-time polynomial-space al-
gorithm. While Brand et al. [13] make non-trivial use of exterior algebra, our randomized
algorithm is very simple: we only make elementary use of the probabilistic method.1
1 Of course, simplicity is a subjective matter, which may depend on the background of the reader.
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Additionally, we present a deterministic 4k+O(
√
k(log2 k+log2 ε−1))m logn-time polynomial-
space algorithm. In particular, without compromising time complexity, we attain both the
properties of having a polynomial space complexity and being deterministic simultaneously.
In fact, even though we deal with #k-Path, the running time of our algorithm matches
the best known running time of a deterministic polynomial-space algorithm for k-Path
(the decision version of #k-Path) [14].
Thus, the algorithm by Brand et al. [13] runs in time 4k+o(k)m whenever ε−1 = 2o(k),
while our deterministic and randomized algorithms run in time 4k+o(k)m logn whenever
ε−1 = 2o(k
1
4 ) and ε−1 = 2o(
k
log k ), respectively.
Prior to our work, no cknO(1)-time polynomial-space (even randomized) algorithm for
#k-Path was known for any constant c. The design of polynomial-space parameterized
algorithms is an active research area in Parameterized Complexity. Even (sometimes) at a
notable compromise of time complexity, the property of having polynomial space complexity
is sought (see, e.g., [20, 30, 29, 7, 23]). Indeed, algorithms with high space complexity are
in practice more constrained because the amount of memory is not easily scaled beyond
hardware constraints whereas time complexity can be alleviated by allowing for more time
for the algorithm to finish. Furthermore, algorithms with low space complexity are typically
easier to parallelize and more cache-friendly.
Additionally, our approach is embeddable in the classic framework of divide-and-color,
hence it immediately extends to approximate counting of graphs of bounded treewidth;in
comparison, Brand et al. [13] note that their approach is limited to graphs of bounded
pathwidth. Similarly, we can approximately count various other objects such as q-dimensional
p-matchings, q-set p-packings, graph motifs, and more:
I Theorem 1. The following problems admit deterministic 4k+O(
√
k(log2 k+log2 1ε ))nO(1)-time
(resp. randomized 4k+O(log2 k)( 1ε )
O(log k)nO(1)-time) FPT-ASs with polynomial space com-
plexity: (i) #Subgraph Isomorphism for k-vertex subgraphs of treewidth O(1); (ii) #q-
Dimensional p-Matching with k = (q − 1)p; (iii) #q-Set p-Packing with k = qp; (iv)
#Graph Motif and #Module Motif with k = 2p where p is the motif size; (v) #p-
Internal Out-Branching with k = 2p; (vi) #Partial Cover for k-element solutions.2
Towards the design of our algorithms, our first conceptual contribution is the introduction
of the notion of an approximate parsimonious splitter. While a randomized construction of
such an object is simple, we do not know how (or whether it is even possible) to compute it
deterministically within the size and time bounds that we require. We believe that this gap
in knowledge of derandomization is the main reason why, for close to a decade, no progress
has been made upon the result by Alon and Gutner [4, 3]. Here, our second conceptual
contribution comes into play. We show that for recursive procedures, a weaker object that
can only split so called nice sets suffices, since the recursion itself can keep track on the
“niceness” of sets. We believe that both the concept of approximate parsimonious splitters
as well as our approach of how to weaken a randomized object (to efficiently compute it
deterministically) at the cost of simple bookkeeping might find further applications in the
future. Our ideas and methods are discussed in more detail in Section 3.
2 For problems (i) and (iv), the basis 4 is replaced by the basis 4.001 (or, more precisely, 4 + δ for any
fixed constant δ > 0).
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Table 1 State-of-the-art of #k-Path and k-Path.
Ref. Time Counting Deterministic Poly. Space Extension
[14] 4k+o(k)nO(1) No Yes Yes Treewidth O(1)
[40] 2.597knO(1) No Yes No Treewidth O(1)
[38] 2knO(1) No No Yes Treewidth O(1)
[10] 1.657knO(1) No No Yes No Extension
[3] (2e)k+o(k)nO(1) Yes Yes No Treewidth O(1)
[13] 4knO(1) Yes No No Pathwidth O(1)
This Paper 4k+o(k)nO(1) Yes Yes Yes Treewidth O(1)
Related Work. The algorithms by Alon et al. [2] and Alon and Gutner [4, 3], just like our
algorithms, extend to approximate counting of graphs of bounded treewidth. (This remark
is also made by Alon and Gutner [4, 3].) In what follows, we briefly review works related to
exact counting and decision from the viewpoint of Parameterized Complexity. Since these
topics are not the focus of our work, the survey is illustrative rather than comprehensive.
The problem of counting the number of subgraphs of a graph G that are isomorphic to a
graph H – that is, #Subgraph Isomorphism with Pattern H – admits a dichotomy: If
the vertex cover number of H is bounded, then it is FPT [39], and otherwise it is #W[1]-
hard [16]. The #W[1]-hardness of #k-Path, originally shown by Flum and Grohe [19],
follows from this dichotomy. By using the “meet in the middle” approach, the #k-Path
problem and, more generally, #Subgraph Isomorphism with Pattern H where H has
bounded pathwidth and k vertices, was shown to admit an n k2 +O(1)-time algorithm [9]. Later,
Björklund et al. [12] showed that k2 is not a barrier (which was considered to be the case
at that time) by designing an n0.455k+O(1)-time algorithm. Recently, a breakthrough that
resulted in substantially faster running times took place: Curticapean et al. [15] showed that
#Subgraph Isomorphism with Pattern H is solvable in time `O(`)n0.174` where ` is the
number of edges in H; in particular, this algorithm solves #k-Path in time kO(k)n0.174k.
The k-Path problem (on both directed and undirected graphs) is among the most
extensively studied parameterized problems [17, 22]. After a long sequence of works in
the past three decades, the current best known parameterized algorithms for k-Path have
running times 1.657knO(1) (randomized, polynomial space, undirected only) [10, 8] (extended
in [11]), 2knO(1) (randomized, polynomial space) [38], 2.597knO(1) (deterministic, exponential
space) [40, 21, 35], and 4k+o(k)nO(1) (deterministic, polynomial space) [14]. The 1.657knO(1)-
time algorithm of Björklund et al. [10, 8] crucially relies on the symmetric structure of
undirected k-paths. However, all other algorithms above directly extend to the detection
of subgraphs of bounded treewidth. In particular, if the running time of the algorithm is
cknO(1), then the running time of the extension is cknt+O(1) where t is the treewidth of the
sought graph. To ensure that the constant c remains the same when dealing with the two
deterministic algorithms (of [40, 21, 35] and [14]), the “division into small trees” trick by
Fomin et al. [21] can be used; for the randomized algorithm (of [38]), no trick is required.
2 Preliminaries
For the sake of readability, we ignore ceiling and floor signs. Given a graph G, we let V (G)
and E(G) denote the vertex set and edge set of G, respectively. For a positive integer k, a
k-path in G is a (simple) path on k vertices in G; in case G is directed, the path is directed
as well. We let n = |V (G)| and m = |E(G)|. For a subset U ⊆ V (G), G[U ] denotes the
subgraph of U induced by G, and G− U = G[V (G) \ U ].
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For a function f : A→ B and subsets A′ ⊆ A and B′ ⊆ B, define f(A′) = {f(a) : a ∈ A′}
and f−1(B′) = {a ∈ A : f(a) ∈ B′}. For two functions f : A → B and g : B → C, the
notation g ◦ f : A→ C refers to function composition. For two tuples X = (x1, x2, . . . , xp)
and Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yq), denote their concatenation by X Y = (x1, x2, . . . , xp, y1, y2, . . . , yq).
By standard Chernoff bounds, we have the following bounds.
I Proposition 2 ([32]). Let X1, . . . , Xn be independent random variables, each assigned a
value in {0, 1}. Let X =
∑n
i=1 Xi, and let µ = E[X] denote the expected value of X. Then, for
any 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, it holds that (i) Pr(X≤(1− δ)µ) ≤ e−
δ2µ
2 and (ii) Pr(X≥(1 + δ)µ) ≤ e−
δ2µ
3 .




= {S ⊆ U : |S| = k}. Given a family F over U and two subsets A,B ⊆ U , denote
F [A,B] = {F ∈ F : A ⊆ F,B ∩F = ∅}. Next, we present the definition of a universal family.
I Definition 3 (Universal Family [33, 21]). Let n, p, q ∈ N. A family F of sets over a universe











, there is a set F ∈ F that contains A and is disjoint from B, that is, F [A,B] 6= ∅.
In the classic setting by Naor et al. [33], p = q. However, as shown by Fomin et al. [21],
cases where p 6= q are also of interest. Specifically, the following well-known proposition
asserts that small representative families can be computed efficiently.
I Proposition 4 ([33, 21]). Let n, p, q ∈ N, and k = p + q. Let U be a universe of size n.





logn) can be computed





n logn). Additionally, an (n, p, q)-universal









2o(k)n logn. Both computations can enumerate the sets in F with polynomial delay.
Observe that the constructions above are essentially optimal since any (n, p, q)-universal





. We later extend Definition 3 to be approximately
parsimonious, and show how to compute approximate parsimonious universal families.
3 Overview of Our Ideas and Methods
In this section, we discuss our main ideas and methods. Additionally, we present a simplified
version of one of our applications in detail.
3.1 Approx. Parsimonious Universal Family: Randomized Construction










, Definition 3 guarantees that F [A,B] 6= ∅.
However, the number of sets in F [A,B] can be arbitrary. In our applications, the number of
sets in F [A,B] will be tightly linked to the number of solutions whose “first half” is in A
and whose “second half” is in B; thus, to avoid over-counting some solutions, we need all
families F [·, ·] to be roughly of the same size. For this purpose, let us first extend Definition
3 to be approximately parsimonious.
I Definition 5 (δ-Parsimonious Universal Family). Let n, p, q ∈ N and 0 < δ < 1. Denote
k = p + q. A family F of sets over a universe U of size n is a δ-parsimonious (n, p, q)-











, it holds that (1− δ) · T ≤ |F [A,B]| ≤ (1 + δ) · T .
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We call the value T above a correction factor, and suppose it to be given along with
the family F . Our randomized computation of a δ-parsimonious (n, p, q)-universal family is
based on the probabilistic method, inspired by [33, 21]. Specifically, we prove the following.
I Theorem 6. Let n, p, q ∈ N and 0 < δ < 1, and denote k = p + q. Let U be a





· k logn · 1
δ2
)
,3 can be computed with success probability at least 1− 1/n100k in
time O(t · n). In particular, the sets in F can be enumerated with delay O(n).
We note that the choice of 100 is arbitrary; it can be replaced by the choice of any fixed
constant c. Crucially, we gain the extra property of being δ-parsimonious while essentially
having the same time complexity and upper bound on the size of the output as in the
non-parsimonious construction.
3.2 Warm Up Application: Simple Randomized FPT-AS for #k-Path
Before we delve into more technical and less intuitive definitions related to our deterministic
construction, we find it important to understand the relation between Definition 5 and
#k-Path. For this purpose, we present a simple randomized polynomial-space FPT-AS for
#k-Path. The dependency of the time complexity on n is made almost linear in Section
3.3). While the improved algorithm is still short and simple, it is somewhat less intuitive and
hence presented separately later. For the sake of illustration, suppose that G is undirected.
Algorithm. Let ε̂ = ln(1 + ε) and ε′ = ε̂/(k − 1). Our algorithm is a recursive algorithm,
denoted by A. Each call to A is of the form A(G′, k′) where G′ is an induced subgraph of G
and k′ ∈ {1, . . . , k}. For all u, v ∈ V (G′), the call A(G′, k′) should output an integer au,v
that approximates the number of k′-paths with endpoints u and v in G′. The initial call to
the algorithm is with G′ = G and k′ = k, and the final output is (
∑
u,v∈V (G) au,v)/2.
We turn to describe a call A(G′, k′). In the basis, where k′ = 1, we return av,v = 1 for
all v ∈ V (G′), and au,v = 0 for all u, v ∈ V (G′) (with u 6= v).
Now, suppose that k′ ≥ 2. By Theorem 6, for an ε′-parsimonious (n, k′/2, k′/2)-universal
family F of sets over V (G), we can enumerate the sets F ∈ F with delay O(n). For each
set F ∈ F , we proceed as follows. We first perform two recursive calls: (i) we call A with
(G′[F ], k′/2); (ii) we call A with (G′ − F, k′/2). For any u, v ∈ F ∩ V (G′), let bFu,v denote
the number returned by the first call. Similarly, for any u, v ∈ V (G′) \ F , let cFu,v denote






Let T be the correction factor of F . After all sets F ∈ F were enumerated, for all







aFu,v. Note that we
do not store all the values aFu,v simultaneously, but we merely store one such value at a time
and delete it immediately after aFu,v/T is added. This completes the description of A.
3 Note that as p+ q = k, the value k
k
ppqq is upper bounded by 2
k rather than being of the magnitude of kk.
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Analysis. The main part of the analysis is done in the proof of the following lemma.
I Lemma 7. For some fixed constant η > 0, any call A(G′, k′) has polynomial space




)log k′ . Additionally, if all
constructions of approximate universal families were successful, then for all u, v ∈ V (G′), the
number au,v returned by A(G′, k′) satisfies (1− ε′)k
′−1xu,v ≤ au,v ≤ (1 + ε′)k
′−1xu,v where
xu,v is the number of k′-paths with endpoints u and v in G′.
Proof. Let k′ = k/2d. We choose η = 10 max{λ, τ}, where λ and τ are fixed constants
defined later. The proof is by backwards induction of d. In the basis (k′ = 1), the claim
is trivial. Now, let d ≤ log2 k − 1, and suppose that the claim holds for d + 1. Clearly,
A(G′, k′) has a polynomial space complexity. By Theorem 6, for a fixed constant λ > 0 (that
is independent of η),





′ logn · 1
ε′2
= λ · 2k
′
· k′ logn · 1
ε′2
.
Moreover, by the inductive hypothesis, for a fixed constant τ > 0, the running time ofA(G′, k′)
is upper bounded by |F| ·
(
















that τ is independent of η. By choosing η = 10 max{λ, τ}, this means that the running time
of A(G′, k′) is upper bounded by
|F| ·
(











































This completes the proof of the first item of the claim.
Towards the proof of the second item of the claim, suppose that all constructions of
approximate universal families were successful, and consider some u, v ∈ V (G′). Let xĜp,q
























































Let Pu,v denote the set of k′-paths in G′ with endpoints u and v. In addition, for any subset
F ⊆ V (G′), let Pu,v[F ] denote the set of paths P ∈ Pu,v where the k′/2 vertices on P closest
to u (including u) belong to F and the other k′/2 vertices on P do not belong to F . Thus,
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Since F is an ε′-parsimonious (n, k′/2, k′/2)-universal family, for any path P ∈ Pu,v it holds
that the number of sets F ∈ F such that P ∈ Pu,v[F ] is upper bounded by (1 + ε′)T . Thus,
au,v ≤ (1 + ε′)k
′−2 · (1 + ε
′)T |Pu,v|
T
= (1 + ε′)k
′−1xu,v.
Symmetrically, we derive that (1− ε′)k′−1xu,v ≤ au,v. This completes the proof. J
We now conclude the following theorem.
I Theorem 8. There is a randomized (4k+o(k)mn2 +mn2+o(1))( 1ε )
O(log k)-time polynomial-
space algorithm that, given a graph G, a positive integer k and an accuracy value 0 < ε < 1,
outputs a number y that (with high probability, say, at least 9/10) satisfies (1− ε)x ≤ y ≤
(1 + ε)x where x is the number of k-paths in G. In particular, if 1ε = 2
o(k/ log k), then the
running time is 4k+o(k)mn2 +mn2+o(1).
Proof. By Lemma 7 with G′ = G and k′ = k, we know that the total running time of A(G, k)
is bounded by 4k+O(log2 k)(logn)log kmn2( 1ε′ )
log k and uses polynomial space. Additionally, if
all constructions of approximate universal families were successful, then for all u, v ∈ V (G),
the number au,v computed by A(G, k) satisfies (1− ε′)k−1xu,v ≤ au,v ≤ (1+ ε′)k−1xu,v where
xu,v is the number of k-paths with endpoints u and v in G.
If logn ≤ 2
√
k, then (logn)log k ≤ 2o(k). Otherwise, when logn > 2
√
k, it holds that k <
log2 logn. It follows that 4k+O(log2 k)(logn)log k ≤ 4log2 logn+O(log log logn)(logn)2 log log logn ≤
nO(
log2 logn




n , it follows
that ε/2 ≤ ε − ε2/2 ≤ ln(1 + ε) = ε̂ ≤ ε, which means that ( 1ε′ )
log k = 2O(log2 k)( 1ε )
O(log k).
Thus, 4k+O(log2 k)(logn)log kmn2( 1ε′ )
log k = (4k+o(k)mn2 +mn2+o(1))( 1ε )
O(log k).
We now claim that with high probability, all constructions of approximate universal
families were successful. By Theorem 6, the probability that a single construction is successful
is at least 1− 1/n100k. Thus, the probability that all constructions are successful is at least
(1− 1/n100k)µ where µ is the number of constructions. Clearly, the number of constructions
is upper bounded by the running time of A. In turn, we can assume w.l.o.g. that the upper
bound proven on this running time is, in itself, upper bounded by nk, since otherwise the
problem can be solved exactly by brute force within it. Thus, µ ≤ nk. From this, we know
that the probability that all constructions are successful is at least (1− 1/n100k)nk . As n
grows larger, this value approaches 1. In particular, the success probability can be assumed
to be at least 9/10 (otherwise n is a fixed constant), which proves our claim.
Thus, we know that for all u, v ∈ V (G), it holds that (1 − ε′)k−1xu,v ≤ au,v ≤ (1 +
ε′)k−1xu,v. Substituting ε′ by ε̂, we have that for all u, v ∈ V (G), it holds that (1− ε̂)xuv ≤
(1− ε̂k−1 )
k−1xu,v ≤ au,v ≤ (1+ ε̂k−1 )
k−1xu,v ≤ eε̂xu,v. Since (1− ε) ≤ (1− ε̂) and eε̂ = (1+ ε),














 /2 = (1 + ε)x.
Symmetrically, we obtain that (1− ε)x ≤ y. This completes the proof. J
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3.3 Improved Randomized FPT-AS for #k-Path
As our improved randomized FPT-AS is less intuitive, we first discuss the intuition behind it.
Here, in addition to G′ and k′, every call to the recursive algorithm A is given an assignment
α′ : V (G) \ V (G′) → N0 of a non-negative integer to each vertex outside G′. Roughly
speaking, for each vertex v ∈ V (G) \ V (G′), the value α′(v) is an approximation of the
number of k̂-paths that end at v and are completely contained in G−U for a certain integer
k̂ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − k′} and a subset U ⊆ V (G) that contains V (G′). In particular, given that
now the goal of each call is to output such an assignment for G − (U \ V (G′) (a precise
definition of the goal of a call is given in the formal description of the algorithm), we do not
need to consider every pair of vertices u, v ∈ V (G′) and compute a value au,v; instead, we
only compute one value per vertex. Additionally, recall that in the previous algorithm in
order to compute au,v, we considered every edge {p, q} ∈ E(G′) while computing aFu,v and
hence divided our task into the computation of k′/2-paths between u and p in one recursive
call and k′/2-paths between q and u in the other. Here, we do not store the two endpoints of
paths, but their “middle”. More precisely, the flow of information differs: to compute the
assignment we need to output in the current call, we perform one recursive call to which the
assignment α′ is given as input; this call will return an assignment that “handles” the first
k̂ + k′/2 vertices on the paths being counted, and be sent as input to the second recursive
call to handle the next k′/2 vertices.
Algorithm. Let ε̂ = ln(1 + ε) and ε′ = ε̂/(k − 1). We add a new vertex s to G and connect
it to all vertices in G. Thus, rather than counting the number of k-paths in the former graph
G, we can count the number of (k + 1)-paths with s as an endpoint in the new graph G. In
what follows, we focus on this goal.
Our algorithm is a recursive algorithm, denoted by A. Each call to A is of the form
A(G′, k′, α′) where G′ is an induced subgraph of G, k′ ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and α′ : V (G)\V (G′)→
N0 . The call A(G′, k′, α′) should output an assignment α : V (G′)→ N0 with the following
property: For each vertex v ∈ V (G′), it holds that α(v) approximates the following number:∑
{p,q}∈E(G)
s.t. p/∈V (G′),q∈V (G′)
α′(p) · xq,v,
where xq,v is the number of k′-paths in G′ between q and v.




We turn to describe a call A(G′, k′, α′). In the basis, where k′ = 1, we return an






Now, suppose that k′ ≥ 2. By Theorem 6, for an ε′-parsimonious (n, k′/2, k′/2)-universal
family F of sets over V (G), we can enumerate the sets F ∈ F with delay O(n). For each
set F ∈ F , we proceed as follows. We first recursively call A with (G′[F ], k′/2, α′) where
α′ is extended to assign 0 to every vertex in V (G′) \ F . Let α̂F be the output of this call,
and extend it to assign 0 to every vertex in V (G) \ V (G′). Then, we recursively call A with
(G′ − F, k′/2, α̂F ). Let αF be the output of this recursive call.
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Let T be the correction factor of F . After all sets F ∈ F were enumerated, the output







Note that we do not store all the assignments αF simultaneously, but we merely store one
such assignment at a time and delete it immediately after αF (v)/T , for every v ∈ V (G′), is
added. This completes the description of A.
Correctness. The proof of correctness of our algorithm roughly follows the same lines as
the proof of correctness of Theorem 8. Due to space constraints, we omit the details, and
conclude this section with the statement of our result.
I Theorem 9. There is a randomized (4k+o(k)m+mno(1))( 1ε )
O(log k)-time polynomial-space
algorithm that, given a graph G, a positive integer k and an accuracy value 0<ε<1, outputs a
number y that (with high probability) satisfies (1− ε)x ≤ y/2 ≤ (1+ ε)x where x is the number
of k-paths in G. In particular, if 1ε = 2
o(k/ log k), then the running time is 4k+o(k)mno(1).
Additionally, we can obtain the following corollary. (This corollary does not follow directly
from Theorem 9, but requires a simple preliminary step to shrink the universe; due to space
constraints, the details are omitted.)
I Corollary 10. There is a randomized 4k+O(log2 k)m logn( 1ε )
O(log k)-time polynomial-space
algorithm that, given a graph G, a positive integer k and an accuracy value 0<ε<1,‘outputs a
number y that (with high probability) satisfies (1− ε)x ≤ y/2 ≤ (1+ ε)x where x is the number
of k-paths in G. In particular, if 1ε = 2
o(k/ log k), then the running time is 4k+o(k)m logn.
3.4 Approx. Parsimonious Universal Family: Deterministic Construction
We do not know how to deterministically construct small δ-parsimonious universal families.
Indeed, the best construction that we are aware of is the one based on bipartite Paley graphs
(see Theorem 11.9 in the book by Jukna [25] and the historical notes behind the result).
This construction leads to families of size 4k+o(k) for p = q = k2 , whereas we would like size
2k+o(k). Instead, we provide an efficient deterministic computation of a small δ-parsimonious
universal family that is suitable for handling so called “nice pairs”. The crucial point is
that with respect to our applications, this relaxed construction suffices. In this section, we
present the definition of this relaxation, its construction and main property. Due to space
constraints, the proofs of the two lemmas and the theorem stated in this section are omitted.
To simplify the following definitions, we introduce the following notation. To see the
intuition behind this notation in the context of applications, throughout this section h can be
thought of as a function that reduces the size of the universe from n to z, f can be thought
of as a function that splits the reduced universe into t parts, and p can be thought of as a
function that tells us that each part has k/t “useful” elements (e.g., vertices of paths to be
counted in a certain recursive call) among which either pi or (k/t)− pi were “exhausted”.
I Definition 11. Let n, p, q, t, z ∈ N, and k = p+q. Let U be a universe of size n. A function
p : {1, 2, . . . , t} → {0, 1, . . . , k/t} such that
∑t
i=1 pi = p, is called (p, q, t)-compatible. When
p is clear from context, for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, denote pi = p(i) and qi = (k/t)− pi.
A triple (h, f,p) is called (n, p, q, t, z)-compatible if h : U → {1, 2, . . . , z}, f : {1, 2, . . . ,
z} → {1, 2, . . . , t}, and p is (p, q, t)-compatible. (The universe U will be clear from context.)
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We begin by defining what is a nice pair.
I Definition 12 (Nice Pair). Let n, p, q, t, z ∈ N. Let U be a universe of size n. Let (h, f,p)











are disjoint sets, and the following conditions hold.
1. The function h is injective when restricted to A ∪B.
2. For each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, it holds that |{u ∈ A : f(h(u)) = i}| = pi and |{u ∈ B :
f(h(u)) = i}| = (k/t)− pi.
Towards the definition of a δ-parsimonious universal family for nice pairs, we first present
a weaker definition of this notion where we have a triple (h, f,p) at hand.
I Definition 13 (Specific δ-Parsimonious Universal Family for Nice Pairs). Let n, p, q, t, z ∈ N.
Let U be a universe of size n. Let (h, f,p) be (n, p, q, t, z)-compatible. Let 0 < δ < 1.
A family F of sets over {1, . . . , z} is a δ-parsimonious (h, f,p)-universal family (for nice
pairs) if there exists T = T (h, f,p, δ) > 0 such that for every nice pair (A,B), it holds that
(1− δ) · T ≤ |F [h(A), h(B)]| ≤ (1 + δ) · T .
Before we show how to extend Definition 13 to the notion useful for applications, we
argue that small δ-parsimonious (h, f,p)-universal families can be computed “efficiently”.
I Lemma 14. Let p, q, t, z ∈ N, and denote k = p + q and s = k/t. Let (h, f,p) be
(n, p, q, t, z)-compatible. Let 0 < δ < 1. A δ-parsimonious (h, f,p)-universal family F of sets





· (k · log z · O(1)δ )
2t
)
can be computed in time ` · zs+1sO(1)t.
In particular, the sets in F can be enumerated with delay zs+1sO(1)t.
Towards the definition of our general construction, we need to present the definitions of a
balanced splitter and a balanced hash family. Constructions of such a splitter and a family
were given by Alon and Gutner [4, 3].
I Definition 15 (Definition 2.2 [4]). Suppose that 1 ≤ ` ≤ k ≤ n and 0 < ε < 1, and let H be





denote the number of functions h ∈ H that split H into equal size parts, that is, |h−1(i)∩S| =
k/`. Then, H is an ε-balanced (n, k, `)-splitter if there exists T = T (n, k, `, ε) > 0 such that




, we have (1− ε)T ≤ splitH(S) ≤ (1− ε)T .
I Definition 16 (Definition 2.1 [4]). Suppose that 1 ≤ k ≤ ` ≤ n and 0 < ε < 1. A family
H of functions from {1, . . . , n} to {1, . . . , `} is an (ε, k)-balanced family of hash functions




, the number of
functions in H that are injective when restricted to S is between (1− ε)T and (1 + ε)T .
We are now ready to define our general derandomization tool.
I Definition 17 ((General) δ-Parsimonious Universal Family for Nice Pairs). Let n, p, q ∈ N
and 0 < δ < 1, and denote k = p+ q, z = 2k
2
ε , t =
√
k, s = k/t =
√
k, and ε = δ/3. Let U
be a universe of size n. A δ-parsimonious (n, p, q)-universal tuple (for nice pairs) is a tuple
(H,S, {Fh,f,p}|h∈H,f∈S,p)4 that satisfies the following conditions.
H is an (ε, k)-balanced family of hash functions from {1, . . . , n} to {1, . . . , z} (with
correction factor TH).
S is an ε-balanced (z, k, t)-splitter (with correction factor TS).
For every hash function h ∈ H, splitter f ∈ S and (p, q, t)-compatible function p, it holds
that Fh,f,p is a δ-parsimonious (h, f,p)-universal family (with correction factor Tp).
4 The enumeration is over every (p, q, t)-compatible p.
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By enumerating the quadruples of (H,S, {Fh,f,p}|h∈H,f∈S,p), we refer to the enumeration
of every quadruple (h, f,p, F ) such that h ∈ H, f ∈ S and F ∈ Fh,f,p. We remark that
below, for the sake of brevity, when we write k, z, t, s, ε, TH , TS and Tp, we refer to the
notations given in Definition 17. Let us now state our construction.
I Theorem 18. Let n, p, q ∈ N and 0 < δ < 1. Denote k = p+ q. Let U be a universe of size
n. A δ-parsimonious (n, p, q)-universal tuple (H,S, {Fh,f,p}|h∈H,f∈S,p) with ` quadruples
can be computed in time k
O(1)n logn
δO(1)












k(log2 k+log2 1δ )) · logn, and
∆ = 2O(
√
k(log k+log 1δ )).
In order to state the property of a δ-parsimonious (n, p, q)-universal tuple that makes it
useful for applications, we need one last definition.
I Definition 19. Let n, p, q ∈ N and 0 < δ < 1. Let U be a universe of size n. Furthermore,









be disjoint sets. We say that the pair (A,B) fits a quadruple (h, f,p, F )
of (H,S, {Fh,f,p}|h∈H,f∈S,p) if (A,B) is nice with respect to (h, f,p), and h(A) ⊆ F and
f ∩ h(B) = ∅.
Finally, we state the promised property.
I Lemma 20. Let n, p, q ∈ N and 0 < δ < 1. Let U be a universe of size n. Furthermore,
let (H,S, {Fh,f,p}|h∈H,f∈S,p) be a δ-parsimonious (n, p, q)-universal tuple. Then, there exist
T = T (n, p, q, δ) > 0 and for every p that is (p, q, t)-compatible, Tp = Tp(n, p, q, δ) > 0, such










that are disjoint, the following conditions hold.
1. The number of triples (h, f,p) with respect to whom (A,B) is nice, where h ∈ H, f ∈ S
and p is (p, q, t)-compatible, is between (1− δ)T and (1 + δ)T .
2. For any triple (h, f,p) with respect to whom (A,B) is nice, where h ∈ H, f ∈ S and p
is (p, q, t)-compatible, the number of quadruples (h, f,p, F ) of (H,S, {Fh,f,p}|h∈H,f∈S,p)
that fit (A,B) is between (1− δ)Tp and (1 + δ)Tp.
3.5 Deterministic FPT-AS for #k-Path
Our deterministic FPT-AS builds upon the scheme of our second randomized FPT-AS, but it
is more technical. Due to space constraints, the full details of the description of the algorithm
and its proof of correctness is omitted. Here, we only discuss the main idea that underlies
the design of this algorithm. Like our previous algorithm, this algorithm (denoted by A) is
recursive. However, in addition to G′, k′ and α′, every call to A is also given two tuples R
and W. The number of elements in R and W equals the depth d of the current recursive
call in the recursion tree.
Roughly speaking, every element in R is a quadruple (hi, fi,pi, σi) where (i) the
triple (hi, fi,pi) corresponds to the interpretation preceding Definition 11, and (ii) σi ∈
{left, right} indicates whether we should count paths that consist of pi(j) (in case
σi = left) or si − pi(j) (in case σi = right) vertices of the j-th part of the reduced
universe split by fi. Thus, we “keep track” of all triples considered along the current re-
cursion branch. The reason why we have to store this information is to ensure that, in the
current recursive call, we only count paths P whose vertex set has the following property:
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when we will return to the i-th recursive call, the partition (A,B) of V (P ) where A consists
of the first k̂ vertices of P (for a certain k̂ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} that depends on the location of
this i-th call in the recursion tree) is nice with respect to (hi, fi,pi), see Definition 12. This
simple (though perhaps slightly tedious) bookkeeping sidesteps the fact that Lemma 20 only
suits nice pairs.
The tuple W is meant to keep track of how many vertices the paths that we currently
count have used “so far” from the j-th part of the universe split by fi for every choice of
i and j. For this purpose, W is defined to have the form (w1,w2, . . . ,wd) such that for
each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}, the following condition holds: For each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ti}, if σi = left
then wi(j) ≤ pi(j), and otherwise wi(j) ≤ si − pi(j). Here, si =
√
(k/2i) is the number of
vertices the paths that we currently count should use (in total) from each part split by fi.
Accordingly, the objective of a call A(G′, k′, α′,R,W) is to output an assignment




s.t. p/∈V (G′),q∈V (G′)
α′(p) · |PG
′,k′,R,W
q,v |. Roughly speaking, PG
′,k′,R,W
q,v is the
collection of all k′-paths in G′ with endpoints q and v that “comply” with the constraints
imposed by R and W. (Due to space constraints, the formal definition is omitted.)
We conclude this section with the formal statement of our main result.
I Theorem 21. There is a deterministic 4k+O(
√
k(log2 k+log2 1ε ))m logn-time polynomial-space
algorithm that, given a graph G, a positive integer k and an accuracy value 0 < ε < 1, outputs
a number y that satisfies (1− ε)x ≤ y/2 ≤ (1 + ε)x where x is the number of k-paths in G.
In particular, if 1ε = 2
o(k
1
4 ), then the running time is 4k+o(k)m logn.
Due to space constraints, the discussion on extensions and other applications is omitted.
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